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PRODUCTS 
www.foalingalarm.net 
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http://www.foalingalarm.net/


The top of the range in our production is the C6 
EVO, the result of continuous improvements and 
evolution of previous systems 

The smalles dimensions transmitter sensor on the 
market, this allow an easy and well tolerated 
installation on the mare 
 
The touch screen on the base allows an easy and 
immediate use even by those less expert 

C6 EVO 
www.foalingalarm.net 

http://www.sisteck.com/
http://www.foalingalarm.net/


- Small size, smallest on the market 

- Patented radio technology 

- Magnet with double chemical protection 

- LED light for verification of operation and good range 

- Ultrasonic sealed water proof container  

- Unique id that identifies the sensor 

- Energy saving of the battery 

C6 EVO TX 
www.foalingalarm.net 

http://www.sisteck.com/
http://www.foalingalarm.net/


- Touch screen display 

- Patented radio technology 

- Battery for backup 

- Easy program and settings 

- Multiple usefull function 

- Monitoring line power 

- Multilanguage 

- Testing range, battery in sensor and device 

- No false alarm 

C6 EVO RECEIVER 
www.foalingalarm.net 

http://www.sisteck.com/
http://www.foalingalarm.net/


Accessories 

Adapter for to use EVO sensors on 
the c6 birth control 

Auxiliary Wireless 
Alarm bell 

www.foalingalarm.net 

http://www.sisteck.com/
http://www.foalingalarm.net/


Proud to be 
present in Your 
Foaling season 

www.foalingalarm.net 

Thanks 

http://www.sisteck.com/
http://www.foalingalarm.net/
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 C6 EVO & C6 Birth Control Foaling 
Alarm Systems Images and Video 
Foaling  Alarm Systems 

 
 



C6 EVO IMAGES & VIDEO 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

C6 Birth Control Foaling Alarm 
Range in the open field 100 mt (which means a cover of 

200 mt area all around the receiver) 

Multiple use transmitter for a minimum of two years of 

foaling season  

Integrated GSM module 

 

 

C6 EVO Foaling Alarm System 
Range in the open field 500 mt (which means a cover of 1000 mt 

area all around the receiver) 

Multiple use transmitter for minimum of two years of foaling 

season with SMS identification  

Touch screen to easily program the numbers - wireless bell 

Integrated security system  and Integrated GSM module  

 

 

 



C6 EVO IMAGES & VIDEO 
 

C6 EVO TRANSMITTER 

- - littlest and powerful transmitter on the market so well tolerated from the mare for many days 

- - ultrasonic waterproof sealing 

- - best longevity due to the energy saving system - minimum two years of foaling season -  

- - transmission counter that permit to manage the transmitter for up 4 years 

- - id number 

- - cylindrical magnet with oxidative protection and hole to replace the nylon thread 

 

C6 EVO RECEIVER 

- - touch screen to easily program the numbers list and set all the others connected services and 

devices 

- - remote control network  

- - range distance control check  

- - battery level transmitter check  

- - inside battery to safe the blackout  instance phase 



C6 EVO IMAGES & VIDEO 
 

 

    … our goal is to be 
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C6 EVO IMAGES & VIDEO 
 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

Installation Phase : https://youtu.be/WXR1ulzc0KI 

 

Foaling of a Q.H. Mare 2010 : https://youtu.be/-ZaD-gWF58Y 

 

 

 

2004 

Standardbred Mare that foaling in 

stand up position , the pictures was 

take after 15 minutes from the 

activation of the alarm. 

See the Video at: 

https://youtu.be/JuQQZZjPDnA 

 

https://youtu.be/WXR1ulzc0KI
https://youtu.be/-ZaD-gWF58Y
https://youtu.be/JuQQZZjPDnA


C6 EVO IMAGES & VIDEO 
 

 

2005 
Standardbred Mare pictures was take 

after 10 minutes from the activation of 

the alarm. 



C6 EVO IMAGES & VIDEO 
 

 

2006 
Standardbred Mare Foaling pictures 
was take after 8 minutes from the 
activation of the alarm.  
See the Video: 

https://youtu.be/AQahfA_OSwA 

 

https://youtu.be/AQahfA_OSwA
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